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our surveys feature helps us connect businesses with their target audience by answering simple questions you 

help companies gather valuable insights this data helps them analyze new markets improve their products and 

services optimize marketing campaigns recognize upcoming trends and more 

this is a popular survey platform that was created back in 1996 currently operating with over 10 million members 

its legitimacy is sure it is recorded to have given out over 300 million to its users from us and canada 

online shopping has become an easy task due to paypal if you are using it you will find it secure and convenient 

for your transactions currently it is offering three types of accounts including personal premier and business 

if you re looking for the survey site that pays the most for your time then look no further than prolific mainly 

used by universities to help in their studies you can find some prolific studies that pay well over 10 per hour once 

you reach 5 you can withdraw your earnings straight into paypal 

since paypal established itself in 1998 it has gradually become one of the most popular online payment systems 

to send and receive money online many people love the ease rand convenience of the system myself included if 

you are looking to make money online paypal is certainly one of the best systems to use because you do not have 

to connect your bank accounts to the apps the apps featured in this article seamlessly transfer the money you 

make directly to paypal 

https://rebrand.ly/de8tms0


 

 

out of all of the survey sites on this list this is the best way to earn quick cash and requires little effort surveys 

are usually just a few seconds and will pay on average 10 pence but the moment the survey is complete that 

money is paid instantly into your paypal account 

paypal charges a flat fee for all outgoing withdrawals no matter the size of your withdrawal or currency this fee 

typically ranges between 2 and 4 depending on whether there are any other fees associated with the transaction 

 


